The heterogeneity of rate of clinical progression among patients with Alzheimer disease leads to difficulty in providing clinical counseling and diminishes the power of clinical trials using disease-modifying agents.
progression, as measured in natural history data and clinical trials. In addition to diagnostic uncertainties, commonly used measures exhibit floor and ceiling effects and nonlinear patterns, all of which complicate the design and analysis of clinical trials. Individual differences in brain reserve might cause a given clinical presentation to be associated with different levels of neuropathologic change. It is possible that individuals with more advanced disease might experience accelerated progression as cognitive reserve fails. This feature can be incorporated into longitudinal modeling, eg, by including a change point in time at which the rate may change; this has been suggested in community-based epidemiological studies. 2, 3 In this analysis, we postulated that knowing the extent of neuropathological change in a patient might enhance predictions about their future course and thus also allow clinical trials to be designed with fewer patients compared with enrolling all comers solely based on clinical criteria. If so, a clinical trial might use inclusion and exclusion criteria based on clinical evaluation, biomarkers, and especially amyloid and tau positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging to both establish diagnosis and stage the disease. We investigated the potential sample size benefit conferred through modeling a scenario in which selection of participants takes into account the Braak stage of tau pathology. Braak stage can be established at autopsy by evaluating the distribution of neurofibrillary tangles across the cortical mantle; cross-sectional studies suggest that it would change from initial deposits in the medial temporal lobe (Braak I) to severe pathology across all cortical areas (Braak VI) during a period that may be as long as 15 to 20 years. However, tau PET imaging advances provide the opportunity to assign an in vivo Braak score during the patient's life. [4] [5] [6] These analyses suggest the following conclusions: (1) the rate of progression of Alzheimer disease reflects both clinical stage and the extent of neurofibrillary tangle involvement; (2) specific clinical and neuropsychological measures are differentially sensitive to these effects; (3) statistical modeling suggests change points as a technical feature of the models that accommodates rates of progression that change with disease progression as well as floor and ceiling effects of the measurement scales that are also disease-state dependent; and (4) stratification by neurofibrillary staging may dramatically improve power in certain clinical trial settings because taking into account the extent of neurofibrillary involvement as measured by tau PET scan (sufficient to estimate an in vivo Braak score) at enrollment would reduce heterogeneity of patients in a trial. 7 Our goal was to achieve major reductions in sample size required for an 80%-powered longitudinal clinical trial designed to detect treatment benefits on rate of progression of 20% to 30%.
Methods

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Participants in this study were autopsied participants in a National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center (NACC) cohort study of aging based on 31 past and present National Institute on Aging-funded Alzheimer's Disease Centers. [8] [9] [10] [11] Alzheimer's Disease Centers data collected and submitted to NACC between September 2005 and December 2014 were included. Institutional review boards approved the study procedures at each individual Alzheimer's Disease Center. Informed consent was provided at each center. All data were deidentified. Participants had undergone a baseline visit and approximately annual follow-up visits in which a Uniform Data Set was completed including a minimum participant demographics data set as well as standard motor, behavioral, functional, and neuropsychological assessments. Participants were eligible for this study if they met the following inclusion criteria: (1) no primary neuropathological diagnosis other than Alzheimer disease neuropathological changes, (2) age at death older than 50 years, and (3) apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype was available. Exclusion criteria included those individuals with non-Alzheimer causes of dementia or mixed underlying pathology felt to contribute to the neurocognitive picture. Of note, these inclusion/exclusion criteria mimic those that may be available during a clinical trial, with clinical examination, magnetic resonance imaging scan, cognitive testing, and amyloid and tau PET providing an opportunity to select individuals with Alzheimer pathological changes but without stroke, Lewy body diseases, and frontotemporal dementia. We excluded those participants with no or minimal plaques (assessed by the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease [CERAD] score) to explore the potential role of knowing tangle stage in individuals with amyloid plaques present, mimicking a clinical study with positive amyloid PET as an inclusion criterion.
Data Collection
Demographic and clinical data used in this study included sex, years of education, age at death, APOE genotype, neuropsychological tests at each clinical visit including dementia rating sum of boxes score (Clinical Dementia Rating Scale sum of boxes [CDR-SOB]) 10 (ranging from 0 to 18), logical memory testing score 11 (using the total number of story units recalled, ranging from 0 to 25), and vegetable naming testing score 10 (measured by total number of vegetables named in 60 seconds,
Key Points
Question Does knowing the relative burden of neurofibrillary tangles help predict the rate of progression in Alzheimer's disease?
Findings Using extensive statistical modeling of data from a large national data set of autopsy patients with confirmed Alzheimer disease, we determined relative rates of change on various neuropsychological tests for groups of individuals with various extents of neurofibrillary tangles and showed that knowledge of tangle burden improves the chance of predicting rate of progression during a 2-to 3-year period.
Meaning Knowledge of tangle burden, such as might be available from tau positron-emission tomographic scans in patients, may improve clinical trial design by decreasing heterogeneity and potentially improve counseling of patients regarding disease progression.
Statistical Analysis
Our primary goal was to evaluate the association between neuropathological measures and rate of cognitive decline in Alzheimer disease as reflected in longitudinal neuropsychological tests. Several analytical complications arise in this context. One issue is that we could not treat the neuropathological measures as baseline covariates using start of follow-up in NACC as the time origin because they are time varying and measured at autopsy. To address this issue, we modeled the longitudinal trajectories in reverse time using linear models, beginning from the clinic visit closest to death and moving backward in time to the first NACC visit. In reverse time, the autopsy variables are appropriately treated as baseline covariates. The longitudinal modeling of the cognitive outcomes begins at time zero, which is defined to be the last clinic visit. We chose to treat that time as an outcome rather than including it as a covariate at all subsequent times so that all participants could be aligned at their last clinic visit. In fact, the slope estimates from the 2 approaches are the same, while the intercepts differ. Additionally, our use of latent class as a covariate captures cognitive status at last clinic visit. A second issue in an analysis that aims to investigate the relationship between neuropathological measures and longitudinal neuropsychological outcomes is that it must account for potential associations between the neuropsychological test trajectories and times to last clinic visit or death because the trajectories are truncated by these events. To address this issue, we implemented a joint latent class model 12 for the longitudinal and time-to-event analyses. This model assumes each participant belongs to 1 of a few unknown (latent) classes, which is associated with that participant's neuropsychological outcomes and time to event. This acknowledges that there are unmeasured features that are associated with all facets of disease progression and that must be accounted for in an analysis in which cognitive decline and death are intertwined. The model assumes that given the latent class, the neuropsychological outcomes and time to death are independent, while without adjustment for latent class, they are not. The joint latent class model consists of 3 submodels: (1) a mixed-effects submodel for the longitudinal neuropsychological test trajectory, (2) a Cox proportional hazards submodel for the time to event, and (3) a logistic submodel for latent class membership. The data determine the optimal number of latent classes best supported by the data. A third issue is that it is possible that increasing extent of disease is associated with a change in the neuropsychological trajectories. While a linear model may be approximately correct for most of the disease course, a change in slope is possible in advanced disease. 7, 8 In addition to any direct effect of advancing disease on the cognitive trajectory, it also may be associated with a floor or ceiling effect of the neuropsychological test. We addressed this through use of a piecewise linear model, in which the linear trajectory had 1 slope from the last clinic visit backward in time through a fixed number of years prior to death and a second slope from that point back to the start of follow-up. The data determine the optimal change point at which the slopes change among 2, 2.5, and 3 years prior to death, as was used in previous analyses.
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A fourth issue is that the times to event, which were used in submodel 3, were right truncated, meaning that they were only included in our sample because they were smaller than times to sampling. Not accounting for this differential observation of smaller times to event in the analysis would lead to bias if the association between time to event and covariates, adjusting for latent class, is different for smaller times than for larger times. We considered 3 time-to-event end points in the Cox proportional hazards submodel portion of the joint latent class model. The first end point is time from initial visit to death, the second is time from initial visit to the last clinic visit, and the third is time from last clinic visit to death. This portion of the latent class model serves technical purposes; ie, it allows for adjustment for unmeasured heterogeneity, but it is not of primary interest in the analysis. Thus, we do not report results from fitting this submodel.
The covariates used in both submodels 1 and 2 include sex, education, age at death, APOE genotype (presence vs absence of ε4), CERAD score (frequent vs moderate), and Braak stages (stage V/VI, III/IV, and 0/I/II). To understand the effect of tangles on the cognitive trajectories, we included the interaction of Braak stages with the (reverse) follow-up time in submodel 1. For latent class membership submodel 3, demographic variables sex, education, age at death, and APOE were considered as covariates in addition to class-specific intercept.
We used the Bayesian Information Criterion for model selection. This includes selection of the number of latent classes in our joint longitudinal and survival submodels, selection of optimal latent class membership submodel, the optimal timeto-event end point for the joint modeling, the time of the change point in the linear model, and the inclusion of interaction terms in the models. The joint latent class models were fitted using the R package "lcmm" (Joint lcmm function; R Programming). After identifying the best models using the Bayesian Information Criterion, we then added the concurrent neuropathologies (including cerebral amyloid angiopathy, Lewy bodies, arteriosclerosis, and hippocampal sclerosis), which are significantly associated with the longitudinal neuropsychological tests, into these models.
We calculated the power for future hypothetical trials by calculating approximate standard deviations for the estimated slopes and, from these, standard errors based on sample sizes within Braak groups. We did this by averaging across the latent classes using estimated latent class membership probabilities and approximate sample sizes within latent classes, which are based on highest posterior probability class assignment. We used the slopes prior to the change point for each model to best approximate the decline that would be seen in a short-term clinical trial. These calculations are approximate because they assume that a slope is measured for each participant with a standard deviation that is based on the standard error of the estimated model-based slope.
Results
Demographics
The Figure illustrates the selection procedure based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. As of December 2014, the 2005 to 2014 NACC autopsy cohort consisted of 3345 participants; of these, 984 participants met all the eligibility criteria and did not meet any of the exclusion criteria.
There were 984 participants in the data set ( Table 1 ). The mean length of follow-up from initial visit to last clinic visit was 2.14 years (median, 1.94 years; interquartile range, 0-3.48 years); 281 participants had a single clinic visit and thus 0 days of follow-up. The time from last clinic visit to death had a mean of 1.26 years (median, 0.85 years; interquartile range, 0.45-1.61 years); 1 participant had an interval of 0. Other demographic features are also listed in Table 1 .
Participants had a mean of 1.9 clinic visits within 3 years of death, and this is apparently independent of Braak stage at death ( Table 2 ). The median time from last clinic visit to death increased with Braak stage, suggesting that clinic visits decreased with increasing Braak stage. At the last clinic visit prior to death, participants at the highest Braak stage had nearly plateaued in their performances on the logical memory test and the vegetable naming test (Table 2) . This motivated us to use piecewise linear models as a technical tool to account for the leveling of the trajectories.
Longitudinal Submodel Results
The estimated regression coefficients for the optimal longitudinal submodels for each of the 3 neuropsychological test outcomes are summarized in eTable 1 in the Supplement. For the CDR-SOB and vegetable naming neuropsychological tests, the models with a change point at 3 years are preferred to the ones with a change point at 2 years (similar to Yu et al, 2 2012); for the logical memory test, the models with a change point at 2 years are preferred to the ones with a change point at 3 years. Among 3 survival submodels we considered, the one with the time from initial visit to the last clinic visit as the survival outcome is preferred. Also, models with 2 latent classes were preferred to the models with 1 latent class, implying that acknowledging unmeasured heterogeneity among the participants is important and that this heterogeneity is related to time to last clinic visit as well as to the longitudinal cognitive tests. For CDR-SOB and vegetable naming, the models with the interactions between Braak stages and the change point were preferred, while for the logical memory test, the model without the interactions between Braak stages and the change point was preferred. This analysis of nearly 1000 individuals, followed up longitudinally using standard measures and known to have Alzheimer disease by neuropathological criteria, revealed some interesting correlations between clinical variables and neurocognitive performance. Compared with female participants, the male participants had significantly worse cognitive function on logical memory score (β = −0.75; P = .02) and lower vegetable naming scores (β = −1.12; P < .001). Higher education level was associated with lower CDR-SOB (β = −0.19; P < .001) and higher logical memory score (β = 0.25; P < .001). Each increase in year at death was associated with better cognitive function, eg, lower CDR-SOB (β = −0.05; P = .002) and higher logical memory score (β = 0.06; P < .001). Presence of the APOE ε4 allele was significantly associated with higher CDR-SOB (β = 0.67; P = .04) and lower logical memory score (β = −0.76; P = .01), after adjusting for Braak stage and subsetting to those with moderate or frequent plaques. Frequent vs moderate CERAD plaques were significantly associated with higher CDR-SOB (β = 1.64; P < .001), lower logical memory score (β = −1.07; P = .005), and lower vegetable naming score (β = −1.09; P = .005).
Because we reversed the time scale by treating the time of death as time origin and included interaction terms between neurofibrillary tangle stages and slope (and/or change point) in the longitudinal submodel, the interpretation of the effects of neuropathological variables in a prospective setting requires the assumption that the relative Braak stages at death are preserved at times prior to death when participants would enter clinical trials. Table 3 summarizes the estimates for Braak stage of neurofibrillary tangles adjusted slopes of the cognitive trajectories, their standard errors, and 95% confidence intervals from the final models with concurrent pathologies. These are transformed from the reverse time parameterization of the model to forward time. The numbers listed for each latent class and Braak stage are approximate sample sizes based on highest posterior probability of class membership. We have also included the slopes of the cognitive trajectories based on models that did not adjust for Braak stage; these form the basis for our comparisons of clinical trial designs that select on the basis of PET tau levels and those that do not.
Cognitive Rates of Change
As an example, for a participant in latent class 2 and high Braak stage (5 or 6), the logical memory score decreases by a mean of 2.00 units per year (95% CI, −2.26 to −1.75) until 2 years prior to death and by a mean of 2.34 units per year (95% CI, −2.72 to −1.95) within 2 years prior to death. For a participant in latent class 2 and moderate Braak stage (III or IV), the logical memory score decreases by a mean of 2.01 units per year (95% CI, −2.32 to −1.70) until 2 years prior to death, and by a mean of 2.34 units per year (95% CI, −2.76 to −1.93) within 2 years prior to death.
Because our Bayesian Information Criterion model selection process did not retain any interaction terms between latent class and Braak stage in the models, the contrasts among Braak stages are the same for both latent classes. Comparing high vs moderate Braak stage (given plaques, age of death, sex, education, and APOE fixed), the logical memory score increased by a mean of 0.01 additional units per year (95% CI, −0.19 to 0.21), which suggests little difference in logical memory score trajectory between high and moderate Braak stage, fixing all other factors (P = .94). However, comparing high vs low Braak stage (given plaques, age of death, sex, education, and APOE fixed), the logical memory score decreased a substantial 0.38 additional units per year (95% CI, −0.70 to −0.06; P = .02). Because moderate and high Braak stages are both associated with near maximal hippocampal involvement, this result may indicate an early ceiling effect for difficult verbal memory tasks as related to extent of neurofibrillary pathology.
The latent classes are a statistical tool that accounts for extra heterogeneity among participants that is not accounted for through measured covariates. It is difficult to assign interpretation to them precisely because they encapsulate what is not measured. In fact, they appear to have different meaning across the 3 cognitive scores that we have analyzed based on the estimated probabilities of class membership for each score: 61% and 39% for CDR-SOB vs 75% and 25% for logical memory and vegetable naming scores.
Implications for Clinical Trials
These results have implications for clinical trial design and eligibility. We assume that modern clinical trials in Alzheimer disease will select participants on the basis of a positive amyloid scan, 1, 14, 15 which is consistent with our selection of participants with moderate or frequent CERAD plaques at autopsy. 16 We also assume that the latent classes that our data support in our models are present at the same frequencies in a future clinical trial population. We calculated expected placebo slopes and standard errors for 4 different clinical trial population scenarios (eTable 2 in the Supplement). In 1 scenario, the trial 
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entered participants in equal frequencies from high, moderate, and low Braak stage (as would be ascertained through tau imaging). In alternate scenarios, the trial entered participants solely from the low, medium, or high Braak stage. We then posited a drug effect as a percentage improvement over the placebo slope. Finally, we calculated the power for the associated clinical trials. We additionally fixed the drug effect and power and calculated required sample sizes. In all cases, for comparison, we included a trial design that does not select on the basis of Braak stage. For a 300-participant trial with end point of rate of change of CDR-SOB, the highest power to detect a 20% improvement in slope arises when all participants on the trial are from the high Braak stage (89%). The lowest power (29%) arises when Braak stage is not used for eligibility and a population similar to the one we consider is recruited. In contrast, when there are 100 participants from high, moderate, and low Braak stages, the power is improved to 69%. For logical memory, the highest power arises when all 300 participants are at the moderate Braak stage (68%), with 54% power when all are at the high Braak stage and 51% power when they are equally distributed among stages. The power is 23% when Braak stage is not used for eligibility. For vegetable naming, the highest power arises when all 300 participants are at the high Braak stage (43%) compared with 15% power when they are equally distributed across stages and 36% when Braak stage is not used. Table 4 displays the sample sizes required for these trials to achieve 80% power for a 20% or 30% change in rate of progression for the duration of the clinical trial and for 2 or 3 years duration. For core outcome measures such as CDR-SOB and logical memory scores, there are dramatic decreases in sample sizes owing to restricting eligibility according to Braak stage, suggesting that knowing the extent of neurofibrillary tangles in patient populations strongly enhances predictions about their disease course. Interestingly, this is not the case for vegetable naming as an outcome measure, owing to its lesser sensitivity to Braak stage (eTable 2 in the Supplement).
Discussion
A major challenge in development of new therapeutic agents in Alzheimer disease is the difficulty of measuring the effect of disease-modifying agents given the highly variable nature of progression of the illness. We have reexamined the relative rates of progression of patients with Alzheimer disease using the extensive NACC database, which provides information on approximately 1000 individuals who had been followed up clinically at large academic medical centers and whose neuropathological status has been studied in a uniform way.
The primary goal of our investigations was to explore whether a more nuanced enrollment strategy in clinical trials might help identify and limit sources of variability in rate of progression. We have introduced an innovative statistical approach that combines several complex modeling and analytic strategies that, to our knowledge, have not previously been used simultaneously. These are joint latent class modeling of longitudinal and time-to-event outcomes to account for their dependence as well as unmeasured features that are associated with both, proper adjustment for right truncation of the time-to-event outcome by autopsy sampling, and reverse time modeling of the longitudinal cognitive process to enable use of the autopsy information as baseline predictors. In the statistical development, we conducted extensive model selection by examining numbers of latent classes, interaction terms to be included in the models, inclusion of higher-order interaction terms, the time of the change point for the slopes, and used the Bayesian Information Criterion as a numeric guidepost to balance overfitting against explanatory power. This complex modeling revealed 3 important observations. First, Because the power to detect change in slope in a diseasemodifying trial will in general be highest in the population where the variability is least, there is advantage to understanding what clinical and biomarker attributes define groups with slopes that are most predictable on commonly used outcome measures. The approach of using imaging biomarkers, 14, 15, 17 or clinical 18 or genetic attributes 19 to stratify participants into more homogeneous groups appears to be promising as a technique to limit variability and thus enhance statistical power in disease-modifying trials. For example, we calculate that compared with not taking tau burden into account at all, requiring trial participants to be Braak stage V/VI leads to a decrease in the number of individuals needed to achieve a power of 0.8 to detect a 20% change in rate of progression from 1176 allcomers to 230. While these calculations reflect the specific properties of the cognitive assessments measured and the somewhat arbitrary distinctions afforded by the Braak staging system that reduces a continuous evolution of pathological change to 3 stages, they nonetheless illustrate the potential gain of statistical power that could be afforded by stratification by extent of tau involvement at entry. Tau PET imaging has not been used for long enough to have multiple years of experience for thousands of individuals, yet it is already clear that the T807 neurofibrillary tangle PET ligand can recapitulate critical features of the neuropathological Braak stage in living patients. 4 We developed statistical techniques to "look backward" from autopsy, assuming that Braak stage at autopsy was a reasonable surrogate for Braak stage in the previous several years. The new statistical modeling approach accounted for truncation of the longitudinal data owing to death as well as for unmeasured heterogeneity among participants. Both of these modeling approaches were empirically supported by the data, which were selected as optimal models that incorporated the timing of the end of clinical follow-up and the unmeasured heterogeneity. Although this approach requires some assumptions for prospective interpretation (see the Limitations section), it is required given the retrospective nature of the study.
Limitations
A fundamental assumption of our analysis and interpretation is that the Braak stage distribution observed at autopsy would be similar to that which had been present several years before measurement, at least with regard to relative severity of participants. That is, our analysis assumes that a participant who has progressed 1 category beyond another participant at autopsy would also display that relative degree of advanced progression at trial entry. Supporting this assumption, our initial experience suggests that marked changes in Braak stage are not observed in the antemortem-portmortem interval of the handful of cases we have studied within intervals on the order of 1 year. 6 Moreover, cross-sectional studies suggest that the natural history of tangle progression goes from Braak I to Braak VI during a period of perhaps as long as 2 decades, suggesting that the rather coarse groupings used here (Braak I/II vs Braak III/IV vs Braak V/VI) would be relatively stable during the approximately 2-year period we are examining.
Another important assumption that we make is that trials would follow participants during the first "linear piece" of their cognitive trajectory (avoiding marked plateauing). Additional limitations are that we did not consider interactions between age, sex, education, and APOE genotype, 19 and time (ie, we did not allow them to modify rates of progression). We did this to limit the number of variables in our complex models. Also, these factors would be balanced in a randomized clinical trial. Another limitation is that we did not adjust for potential selection bias associated with the decision to undergo autopsy. The inverse probability weighting strategy, as in our prior study on the NACC autopsy cohort, 11 may be used to overcome the selection bias; however, in that study this adjustment did not yield appreciably different results.
Conclusions
Despite these caveats, our analysis strongly suggests that baseline imaging that allows staging on the basis of neurofibrillary tangles could substantially improve the power of clinical trials aimed at changing the rate of progression of the disease. In addition, the results suggest that neurofibrillary tangle PET scans may also have some usefulness for patient counseling in the same way that understanding the stage of a cancer helps physicians communicate to patients their prognosis, even if this is probabilistic in nature. 
